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Abstract: The process of developing technological research is being carried out beyond organizational boundaries, especially organizations
that make intensive use of knowledge, such as Biotechnology. Considerable progress has been made in recent years in reducing costs
and increasing the ease of gene sequencing and, ultimately, in activating or editing genes. In this context, discussions have been gaining
prominence around Industry 4.0, in which new business models and intelligent processes for Biotechnology are evidenced. However,
the challenges regarding the training and education of professionals are discussed, emphasizing the importance of a multidisciplinary
education, unlike the more traditional nature of education in the areas of biology and sciences. These challenges can be partially transposed
by strengthening the partnerships of universities and research centers with companies, in order to materialize in common projects, the
demands of industries and the possibilities of transforming research projects into final products available to society. This paper presents a
study on the impact of Industry 4.0 technologies on Biotechnology, and also presents the prospect of future professions with the influence
of Industry 4.0. The results show that technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics and 3D printing are promising in the development
and advancement of Biotechnology. New automated laboratories are under development. Also, regulatory issues require a great deal of study,
and business models will need to be more efficient to generate the results needed for the development of new drugs, food, and research of
new products related to health.
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Introduction
The challenges faced by current organizations have fostered the
formulation of alliances and partnerships among organizations. In this
context, the technological research development process is being carried
out beyond the organizational boundaries, especially organizations that
make intensive use of knowledge, such as Biotechnology companies.1
Also, in this context, discussions have been gaining prominence around
the idea of the Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0, in which
new business models are verified, as well as accentuated remodeling
in existing businesses around intelligent products, procedures and
processes.2
Great changes and innovations arise in the field of Biotechnology.
Considerable progress has been made in recent years in reducing costs
and increasing the ease of gene sequencing and, ultimately, in activating
or editing genes.2 Advances in processing power meant that scientists no
longer need to work with trial and error, making Biotechnology one of the
areas that will be most impacted by advances in technology. According
to the Brazilian National Confederation of Industry, Biotechnology
is a disruptive technology and is intrinsically related to Industry 4.0.
The introduction of new sensors, equipment and artificial intelligence
applied to research ensure progress in Biotechnology; automation, big
data, advanced process analysis and control and the internet of things
(IoT) impact the way of work and communication in the industrial chain.3
The definition of Biotechnology is very broad. Trigueiro4 states that
modern Biotechnology emerges as a complex web of technical, social,
economic, political, ethical and institutional relations, demanding an
effort for its development. Modern Biotechnology presents itself as an
area of knowledge, encompassing different natural sciences, which
transform these sciences into an object of technology.
Biotechnology has two dimensions: scientific and technological. The
scientific one consists of an articulated set of basic research programs
(molecular biology, biochemistry, microbiology, genetics), being
developed, fundamentally, in universities and academic institutions. The
technological dimension comes as the study of the means of transforming
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these basic researches into industrial and commercial applications.
These two dimensions coexist and complement each other.4
In practice, Biotechnology is a multidisciplinary science that
integrates several areas of knowledge,4 such as law and engineering,
mainly chemistry, irreplaceable in the study of bioprocesses, in the
pharmaceutical, food and oil industries.5 Therefore, the investment in
human capital focused on the area of Biotechnology is usually considered
the main determinant for the development of the field.6
However, it is still necessary to focus on and support the increase of
intellectual assets involved in the front line of biotechnological research,
since these are fundamental for the exploitation of the potential of
manufacturing and marketing of products of biotechnological origin.
Batalha et al. discussed the challenges of capacity-building
and education of professionals for modern Biotechnology in Brazil,
emphasizing the importance of a multidisciplinary education, unlike the
more traditional approach of education in the areas of biology and health
and agricultural sciences.7
These challenges can be partially transposed with the deepening of
the partnerships of universities and research centers with companies,
in order to materialize in common projects, the demands of industries
and the possibilities of transforming research projects into final products
available to society.6
The main objective of this work is to present the main impacts of
Industry 4.0 in Biotechnology, the professions of the future involved in
this area, and to shed light on the market perspectives and training for
future professionals. Thus, it is a literature review research, using the
methods of historical, analytical and deductive research, systematizing
the obtained data, organizing them, to make possible, through these
results, to draw specific conclusions on the proposed theme. Books,
internet sites, and scientific articles located in databases such as:
SciELO, Scopus, Emerald, Science Direct and Web of Science, with
keywords (in Portuguese and English): Biotechnology, Industry 4.0 and
future professions.
For the development of this work, first the industrial revolutions that
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have transformed the labor market will be explored, after the evolution of
Biotechnology and labor market. The article also discusses the impact
of Industry 4.0 technologies on Biotechnology, and describes the
professions of the future impacted by these technologies.
Evolution of industrial revolutions
The word “revolution” refers to the idea of radical and abrupt
changes. In industry as a whole, revolutions occur when new technologies
encourage profound change in the economic and social aspects of
societies.2 Figure 1 shows the periods of the industrial revolution and the
main technologies.
The First Industrial Revolution began with the invention of the
steam engine, which made mass production possible in the 17th and
18th centuries. For example, in the textile industry, steam engines have
made craftsmen’s labor undervalued because the machines had greater
production capacity.9
From 1811, the “Luddites” broke loom machines throughout England
because they believed that this new equipment would cause mass
unemployment. There was indeed a loss of employment; but the necessity
of hiring unskilled labor was present, since the machines needed to be
operated by the workforce. These unskilled workers who worked for a
period of time became skilled and reached a relatively higher income level.9
Countries such as the United States, Japan and England, among
others, have shown that industrialization has raised their citizens to a
higher standard of living.10
Over the years, technology has evolved requiring the substantial

presence of a more qualified workforce, generating wealth for countries
and organizations and making countries understand the factors that
change the economy and the future of work.11
From the 1870s onwards, the Second Industrial Revolution occurred
after a series of events, such as the use of electricity, the surge of mass
production and the method of division of labor. The third revolution
emerged in the early 1970s as the Digital Revolution, and was driven by
the use of the first information technologies that further developed the
automation of the means of production.2,12,13
The Fourth Industrial Revolution began with the term Industry 4.0,
which is derived from industrie 4.0. It was created in Germany in 2011
by the Institute Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and the German Federal Government as a collective term that defines the set of technologies for information flow, automation and manufacturing, as a high-tech strategy
for 2020.14 Politicians, universities and entrepreneurs have developed
ideas to offer improvements in industrial processes involving: operation,
engineering, production planning and control, logistics, and continuous
analysis during the life cycle of products and.15
Since then, the academic, scientific, business and political interest
in the subject has expanded rapidly, largely due to the fact that for the
first time an industrial revolution is being observed before it concretely
becomes a reality.12
According to Kagermann, Wahkster and Helbig, Industry 4.0 aims
to optimize industrial processes that involve manufacturing, engineering, supply chain management and the life cycle of products. Three main
concepts should be considered in the implementation of Industry 4.0,

Figure 1 - Periods of industrial revolutions.Source: By Christoph Roser at AllAboutLean.com under the free CC-BY-SA 4.0 license.8
which are: horizontal and vertical integration, and end-to-end engineering. The authors also describe these concepts:13
• Vertical integration: corresponds to the implementation of a
manufacturing system with characteristics of flexibility and reconfigurability through the complete integration of hierarchical
systems of the internal environment of the company;
• Horizontal integration: create collaborations between companies
to provide an integrated ecosystem where physical, intellectual,
energy and financial resources can flow between many different
companies;
• End-to-end engineering: encompasses the first two and aims
to create a powerful chain of software tools, which enables mass
customization through product modeling at each stage in the
Vol. 2 N.2, 2019

value chain.
By embracing new technologies such as developments in advanced
robotics, artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, 3D printing and Biotechnology, this environment will be marked by a widespread disruption not only in business models, but also in labor markets in the coming
years, with huge changes anticipated in the skill sets needed to prosper.16 From then on, the main discussion that arises concerns the ways
in which business, government and individuals will respond to these
developments.
The future lies in the Fourth Industrial Revolution that depends on
the integration of physical, digital and biological structures, sustained
by the internet and the industrial value chain.12,17
Understanding industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is the union of technologies applied to the production
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environment. Among them are internet of things (IoT), cyber-physical
systems (CPS), 3D printing, big data, autonomous vehicles, automated
systems, artificial intelligence and new materials.2
The fourth industrial generation presents as main characteristics:
data interconnection, integration and innovation.18 Among the set of
technologies are:
• Cloud computing: The delivery of faster and more flexible
innovation services for data storage, including servers, software,
database, analytics and intelligence over the internet (“the
cloud”);18
• Virtualization or digital twins (asset virtualization): Provides
simulation of the process environment according to business
requirements;19
• Internet of things (IoT): Makes possible to connect objects,
transfer data without human intervention and interconnection
between equipment through the internet in convergence with
wireless technology;20
• Big data analytics: Due to the high volume, variety and speed of
data generated by sensors and control systems, there is a need
to collect, integrate, store, process and analyze data for Industry
4.0;21
• Cyber-physical systems (CPS): Complex systems that require
specifications for the chronological control of processes, security
modeling, rationalization of continuous events for mapping and
sequencing in discrete events;22
• Internet of services (IoS): Characterized by a large number of
services supported by software distributed over the internet,
requiring new standards and integration architectures, as well as
flexible and dynamic mechanisms of data security;23
• Autonomous robots: Robots with autonomous capacity used in
production lines to perform complex activities;18
• Vertical and horizontal integration: Key concepts for the
implementation of the Industry 4.0.24 It integrates internal and
intercompany activities in order to add value to the entire value
chain;
• Cybersecurity: Consists of methods used to detect and prevent
intruders. It represents the need to protect management systems
and production lines with increasing connectivity; 25
• Additive manufacturing or 3D printing: A manufacturing method
that adds layer-by-layer material to produce an object. Industry
4.0 will enable the production of small custom batch volumes
with the assistance of additive manufacturing.26
The Fourth Industrial Revolution will have major impacts on the
economic scenario, such as consumption, GDP, employment, trade and
inflation.2 It is estimated that Germany alone should invest annually €
40 billion in Industry 4.0 by 2020, and that the figure could reach € 140
billion annually across Europe.25 The United States should invest US$
1.35 trillion in the next 15 years.29
In the industry, the implementation of cyber-physical systems will
enable large gains in efficiency and flexibility, and incredible gains in
productivity throughout the production chain.13
However, the main impacts of Industry 4.0 will occur on employability,
because there will be the need for people to improve their skills to deal
with all new technologies;2,28
According to a report issued by the World Economic Forum The
Future of Jobs - Employment, Skills and Workforce Strategy for
the Fourth Industrial Revolution, these impacts can lead to a cut of
approximately 7.1 million jobs between 2015 and 2020 due to a series of
redesigns that do and will take place from the factory floor.16
47

By introducing developments in artificial intelligence, robotics, new
materials, 3D printing and Biotechnology, such an environment will
be marked by “a widespread disruption not only in business models,
but also in labor markets over the next five years, with huge changes
anticipated in the skill sets needed to prosper”.16 That is why this work
shows the Biotechnology and the possible professions of the future.
Advances in biotechnology
Biotechnology started to be pointed out as a high priority science
recently, however, some biotechnological processes have been used
since antiquity. The use of Biotechnology began long before the
beginning of the Christian era, with the fermentative processes obtained
from microorganisms. These fermentative processes were possible to
manufacture alcoholic beverages from cereal grains; the Egyptians also
used the fermentation process for the production of bread.29
In 1876, Louis Pasteur proved that fermentation is caused by
microorganisms and that each type of fermentation was produced by a
microorganism.30
With the discovery of penicillin by Alexander Fleming in 1928, it
made the production of antibiotics a major industrial milestone. During
the Second World War, antibiotics became part of biotechnological
industrial processes.30
Biotechnology in the first half of the 20th century was based on
enzymes, with the main objective of improving the quality of food.29
Another landmark of modern Biotechnology was the chemical synthesis
of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) performed by Kornberg in 1967, a fact he
called “genetic revolution”.31
Modern Biotechnology has a wide scope, multidisciplinary character
and is linked to many and different applications in various segments
of activities, such as: mining, health, fermentation, agriculture and
livestock.29
In mining, the Biotechnology professional works with the
improvement of metal concentration processes for the use of ores,
biolixiviation mineral bacterial, hydrometallurgy and others.30
In the area of health, the Biotechnology professional works in the
production of metabolic regulating proteins, interferon, human insulin,
growth hormones, neuroactive, peptides, and others.32 Still in the
health area, we work in the production of vaccines with the objective of
preventing several diseases.29
In agriculture, the Biotechnology professional develops research
with genes, which have allowed the improvement of several cultures,
such as coffee, sugar cane, soy, cotton, tomato, potato and many others.
Other developments include the production of products for pest control,
seed production, genetically modified foods.33
In livestock, the Biotechnology professional is present in the
development of animal feeding, and in the control of reproduction that are
available in embryo transfer techniques, such as artificial insemination,
in vitro experiments, cloning, genetic mapping and molecular markers.34
Biotechnology is a powerful tool that can replace a large number
of current processes in the near future and create innovative and
sophisticated solutions to a wide range of problems.
Several developments that happened with the advances in
Biotechnology can be cited:33
• New biological therapies;
• Discovery of new energy sources based on biotechnological research;
• Structuring of analytical tools;
• Expansion of nanobiotechnology;
• Proliferation of transgenic technology;
• Development of tools in bioinformatics;
• Expansion of biomass to biofuel conversion technologies;
• Development of research based on sustainability;
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• Biotechnology law, intellectual property, patents and biotechnological ethics;
• The development of business models, processes and management of Biotechnology companies.
The multidisciplinary nature of Biotechnology has allowed researchers and professionals to seek new research and studies. According to
studies by Deloitte consultancy, Biotechnology today represents about
27% of the global market, and the expectation is that by 2024 this number will increase to 31%.35,34
In Brazil, Biotechnology has increasingly acquired great importance
in the economic and social sectors. One of the reasons is the population size, because the greater the number of inhabitants of a country,
the greater the consumption of food, medicines, vaccines, among other
products.34
Biotechnology and industry 4.0
What is understood by the integration of Biotechnology and the
Industry 4.0 is the incorporation of digital systems and technologies
(big data, IoT, cloud computing, advanced robotics, virtual simulation,
artificial intelligence, 3D printing) to Biotechnology activities, in
order to allow the integration of physical systems with virtual systems
(cyber-physical systems). It has been used by large Biotechnology
companies, and partly also by academic laboratories. But compared to
manufacturing and service industries, Biotechnology needs to evolve
in the automation of research laboratories for productivity and quality to
improve exponentially.36
A fully-automated laboratory uses robots or other networked
computer devices to monitor experiments and gather more accurate
data. This would increase productivity, reproducibility and research
accuracy.36
A recent research published by Nature indicates that Science is
actually experiencing a crisis of reproducibility, as more than 70% of
the 1576 researchers interviewed tried unsuccessfully to reproduce the
experiences of another scientist, following the methodology described
by the latter in books or articles.37 Another study published in Plos
Biology estimated the amount of US$ 28 billion in nonreproducible preclinical research in the US alone.38
Companies have developed laboratory automation with software
and hardware, developing organizations for efficient production of
compounds according to the customer’s request. There are many
companies where their genetic engineering steps are automated,
including high-performance analysis.30
In the laboratory of the future, there will be autonomous
communication of task execution processes, with automated process
flows; and professionals for the design and implementation of these
laboratories will be necessary, i.e., a new modality of work will be
created.39
According to STEQ the German national innovation network aims to
facilitate the integration between intelligent laboratories and Industry
4.0. The goal is to drive the development and standardization of
innovative technologies, and the intended results “include simplified
process flows, better quality, greater efficiency and greater process
reliability”.39
Another initiative in Germany in Stuttgart is the development of the
Innovation Center for Laboratory Automation, with the aim of creating the
intelligent laboratory of the future. This laboratory is already providing
some initial impulses and generating many ideas, one of which is
intelligent tracking, where it automatically documents and analyzes hand
movements using 3D image analysis. The system accurately captures
and records every step of the process, and consequently saves time,
reduces workloads for employees and provides better results.39
In parallel to the initiatives developed in Germany, Japan is also
developing a two-arm robot for use in pharmaceutical laboratories. The
project leaders are the company Yaksawa and the National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology of Japan. The robot named
Vol. 2 N.2, 2019

“Mahoro” can perform laboratory work and conduct crops more quickly,
accurately and efficiently. As the robots have no immune system, they are
particularly ideal for working with biological hazards, such as radioactive
materials, and conducting clinical trials.40
In Austria, researchers at the University of Technology in Vienna
recently used a high-resolution 3D printing process to produce live
cells. The technology uses a special “biological ink” that allows the team
to incorporate cells into a 3D matrix.41
According to the Brazilian Association of Bioinnovation (ABBI),
innovative Biotechnology solutions also provide a vital contribution to the
transition from current unsustainable economic practices to renewable
industrial systems - the circular and bio-based economy - combining
innovation and sustainability to solve major global challenges. The main
benefits of these innovative solutions are:42
• Improved productivity and industrial competitiveness by 40%,
reducing the use of natural resources, fossil raw materials, and
the number of processes;
• Accelerates the transition from a nonrenewable base industry
to a circular, restorative and regenerative economy, avoiding
emissions of up to 2.5 billion tons of CO2 per year;
• It contributes significantly to a food-secure and low-carbon
future by reducing the amount of land needed to replace 10% of
the world’s gasoline with advanced biofuels by 60%;
• It replaces traditional chemicals in food and beverage production,
causing less impact on natural flavors and colors.
The professions of the future
Changes in labor markets have been driven by interconnected
forces throughout the globalized world: technological advances
and innovations, constant changes in organizations and the market,
competition in local, national and international markets at the same time,
and the need to sustainably manage waste disposal and energy use
to avoid harmful climate change. These forces together are potentially
driving significant changes in socioeconomic systems throughout the
world. Trends that can be identified will shape the work of the future.
Globalization, population aging, and social, technological and business
trends will create opportunities for many professions, with names that
often do not exist today.43
According to the UN, with the advancement of technology and the
insertion of Industry 4.0, many impacts on employability will occur.44 Still
according to the UN, in 2035 the global unemployment rate will reach
20% and by the middle of this century, 40% of jobs that exist today will
cease to exist. 44 A consultancy carried out by McKinsey shows that 50% of
current jobs in Brazil could be automated, and about 60% of professions
could have at least 30% of their activities automated.45
Schwab also identifies as the most prone professions to automation:
telemarketing; insurance appraisers, executive secretary, receptionists,
real estate agent, among others. That is, activities marked by a high
degree of repetition of tasks and low complexity. Still according to
the researcher, the professions with lower propensity for automation
would be: mental health professionals, choreographers, doctors,
psychologists, human resources managers.2
This dynamic, however, would be accompanied by a growing
and significant work opportunity to be created, especially related to
computing and mathematics, for analysts and data scientists, specialists
in artificial intelligence and automation, marking a separation between
humans, machines and algorithms, and their respective performances in
the productive and social chain. It is also at this point that it is necessary
to mention the discussion on the emergence of hybrid jobs, combining
skills from previous functions in a new role.35
The future of work – World Economic Forum
In 2016, leading entrepreneurs and world leaders met at the World
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, to debate the future of the
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economy and business worldwide. One theme has received special
attention: the enormous revolution in the profile of professions in
recent years and what to expect from the future of work in the coming
decades. The report The Future of Jobs and Skills published by the
World Economic Forum, interviewed entrepreneurs, human resources
executives and professionals specialized in business strategy from 15
developed or developing regions or countries, including Brazil, United
States, Germany, United Kingdom, France, Mexico and Persian Gulf
countries.16
The mechanisms for changing the working environment envisaged by
the study are many and all linked to the concept of Industry 4.0. Figure 2 shows
the main technologies that should drive changes in the future of work.16
It is possible to observe in Fig. 2 that the technological mechanisms
that will transform the work environment are related to the cyberphysical systems, i.e., machines, robots and vehicles will be connected
to the internet, and through a large data storage (big data) the artificial
intelligence will control the decisions and actions to be taken, integrating
the physical systems with the virtual ones.
The study also showed the demographic and socioeconomic factors

of change in jobs according to the World Economic Forum, and are
represented in Figure 3:16
The big change in jobs is also related to the work environment
(technology insertion) and flexible working arrangements. Companies
and employees need to adapt, as there are and there will be major
changes in geographical barriers and greater consumer interest in
ethical and privacy issues.
In Brazil, the drivers of change in work are identified in Figure 4
according to the World Economic Forum:16
• By 2020, there will be a drop of more than 7.1 million jobs due to
changes in the market;
• Of these, 2/3 are concentrated in office functions and
administrative areas.
An example of a job that should become obsolete is in the consumer
service area – because of the growth in the use of mobile technology as
a customer relationship channel.
On the other hand, there should be a gain of 2 million jobs in areas
related to computing, mathematics, engineering, architecture and
Biotechnology.

Figure 2 - Technologies that drive changes in the future of work. Source: Adapted from the Global Challenge Insight Report (World Economic
Forum 2016).16

Figure 3 - Factors of changes in employment.Source: Adapted from the Global Challenge Insight Report (World Economic Forum 2016).16
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Figure 4 - Drivers of change in labor in Brazil. Source: Adapted from the Global Challenge Insight Report (World Economic Forum 2016).16

The future of work – Por Luís Rasquilha
According to Rasquilha, it is essential to know the innovations that
are emerging in the market to know which path to follow and thus ensure
professional success. Currently, the demand for professionals with
skills in Industry 4.0 begins to emerge, and it tends to increase. The
professional who is able to practice any of the professions of the future
will be ahead of his peers, ensuring the best positions in the market
and higher revenues. The reason is that, from the moment a certain
occupation is valued, the search for professionals who are qualified to
exercise it increases.46 Some occupations are listed below:
• Waste manager
• Environmental engineer

The future of work in Biotechnology
The study developed by the World Economic Forum presents
Biotechnology as one of the main technologies driving the future of
work, i.e., professionals in the field need to observe the changes and
professionalize.16
The power of digitalization has enabled Biotechnology to develop
new Biotechnology products and processes from the processing and
understanding of genetic information of microorganisms. With the
use of Industry 4.0 practices, the convergence of innovations will be
intensified.47
Rasquilha also presents current and future possibilities of professions
in the field of Biotechnology:46
• Quality control and material analysis: Use of the automated
laboratories for high efficiency analysis, but for this it is necessary
to build these laboratories needing professionals from Industry
4.0 and also from Biotechnology to support the new research;

• Oil and gas engineer
• Hospital engineer
• Bioinformacionist

• Regulatory affairs: Biotechnology also lacks professionals who
can deal with documents, bureaucracy, deadlines from regulatory
agencies, read and interpret legislation. Regulation of new
transgenics and biopharmaceuticals. To operate in the application
of the main regulatory laws in new biotechnological products
or services in food, chemical, veterinary or pharmaceutical
industries;

• Telemedicine technician
• Retirement adviser
• Quality of life manager
• Cloud specialist
• Big data manager

• Scientific consultant: To conduct consultancies for companies
interested in performing or optimizing processes, for example
DNA cloning and fermentation, or interested in interpreting
genetic data. Their role is to transfer scientific knowledge about a
particular medicine to physicians for everyday use;

• Corporate lawyer
• Tax lawyer
• Uranium recycler
• Mechatronic engineer

• Waste management: The production of waste by industry in
line with government policies generates demand for this type of
service. The correct direction of waste and the transformation
of waste into a source of income are the primary activities of
professionals in this area.

• Personal robot mechanic
• Geomicrobiologist
• Experimental therapist
• Drone driver
• Personal food shopping advisor
• Productivity adviser showroom manager.

• Environmental engineering: The concern with the impact on
the environment, both in the civil construction sector and in
the industrial sector makes professionals with knowledge in
the environmental area necessary, since sustainability and the
environment are pressing issues today and in the future.
• Bioinformation: It is a scientific area that works with genetic
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information bridging clinical techniques and drug development.
It is a profession linked to innovation and also to the aging macro
trend of the population.
• Telemedicine: The search for innovation and increased life
expectancy of the population will highlight telemedicine
professionals. It is a person who is part of a team that offers
diagnosis and treatment for the inhabitants of more remote areas.
An alternative to the lack of health professionals in more remote
areas of Brazil, telemedicine allows people to have access to
diagnosis without being in the same place as the medical team.
• Uranium recycling: Through sustainable techniques it converts
uranium waste into energy that can be used for cities and
infrastructures.
• Geomicrobiology: Bacteria and microorganisms have
characteristics that can help in research in areas such as
medicine, food or health and well-being, incorporating these
microcharacteristics into everyday industry and research.
Conclusions
New technologies have impacted on employability, especially those
related to process automation and information digitization, and have also
influenced the relationship of the labor market and the new professions
that will occupy the old and new functions.
According to the United Nations, the global unemployment rate in
2035 will reach 20% with the advancement of technology and the insertion of Industry 4.0, and by the middle of this century, 40% of the
jobs that exist today will cease to exist. McKinsey showed that 50% of
current jobs in Brazil could be automated, and about 60% of professions
could have at least 30% of their activities automated. Some professions
are more prone to automation: telemarketing, insurance assessors, executive secretary, receptionists, real estate agent, among others. 2
In this scenario, there will be many challenges in the labor market,
professionals will have to continuously develop skills and be attentive to
the evolution of technologies that will generate demands for future professions.
Biotechnology is one of the driving technologies of the future of
work, i.e., professionals working in this area need to observe changes
and professionalize. The power of digitalization has enabled Biotechnology to develop new Biotechnology products and processes from the
processing and understanding of genetic information of microorganisms.
Artificial intelligence, robotics, 3D printing are technologies that will
impact Biotechnology on a large scale. In the future, it will be required
the production of new drugs for health treatment, food with greater
amount of protein and vitamins, cultivation of seeds with greater resistance to pests and climatic conditions, but for this to happen there will
be a demand for professionals who can develop enabling technologies
such as algorithms, software and hardware, with biology and Biotechnology knowledge.
The analysis leads to the conclusion that, with economic growth,
Biotechnology innovation and sufficient investment, the creation of new
jobs can counterbalance the impact of automation, even if some economies may need additional investment to reduce the risk of job scarcity. An
even greater challenge will be to ensure that workers have the skills and
support needed to complete the transition to new jobs. In this sense, it
is necessary to invest in education, research and studies to develop and
implement means for transition.
However, it must be recognized that this is a process of reflection,
adaptation and innovation in education systems. In addition, the need
for companies to work in collaboration with educational institutions and
governments is reiterated, in order to find the necessary skills and abilities for the professionals of the future.
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